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Abstract: In traditional Anglo-Saxon accounting historiography the
birth of sophisticated management accounting practices was dated at
the end of the 19th century [Jonhson and Kaplan, 1987]. However,
some more recent investigations have questioned this idea and dem-
onstrate the existence of sophisticated management accounting and
control techniques before the industrial revolution in differing con-
texts such as the United Kingdom, the United States and Spain.
Fleischman and Parker [1991] have demonstrated that these practices
were present in a significant number of British companies. However,
evidence for Spain is based on isolated case studies. While case stud-
ies are essential to explain how these techniques were used, there has
been no research to assess their frequency in Spain before the indus-
trial revolution. By examining files concerning 13 large and medium-
sized 18th century Spanish companies, this paper corroborates
Fleischman and Parker’s [1991] thesis. It reveals that knowledge of
sophisticated cost accounting methods was fairly widespread in Spain
during the 18th century. Interestingly, however, the knowledge and
use of these techniques were not connected to economic success and
to the industrial revolution, as was the case in the United Kingdom.
INTRODUCTION
Management accounting historiography traditionally sus-
tained the thesis that most of the costing techniques used before
the late 19th century were very rudimentary [see Fleischman
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and Tyson, 1993; Loft, 1995].1 According to Chandler, modern
cost accounting emerged in the U.S.A. after 1850 with the ad-
vent of the railroads and large companies’ needs for sophisti-
cated administration and coordination [see Johnson, 1972]. Pol-
lard [1965] arrived at a similar conclusion in the British context
and argued that the development of cost accounting to support
management was not among the achievements of the British
industrial revolution. His explanation was based on the high
profits the early companies in the industrial revolution achieved
(which rendered cost accounting unnecessary), and on the lack
of integration between cost and financial accounting.
The majority of the early Anglo-Saxon studies that dated the
advent of modern cost accounting to the late 19th century were
not based on the examination of business archives which might
reveal accounting practices in real settings. Rather, this conclu-
sion was based on the lack of references to costing techniques in
accounting manuals (primarily directed to merchants) before
the 19th century [Johnson, 1972; Fleischman and Tyson, 1993;
Fleischman and Parker, 1997]. This argument was also made in
non-Anglo-Saxon countries. For example, in his examination of
the history and doctrines of European accounting, Vlaemminck
[1956] contended that industrial accounting attracted the atten-
tion of accounting authors only from the beginning of the 19th
century and that practice preceded accounting treaties.2
In recent decades some accounting historians have tested
traditional assumptions about the use of cost techniques by
investigating surviving business records [Johnson, 1972;
Fleischman and Parker, 1990, 1991; Edwards and Newell, 1991;
Fleischman et al., 1996; Fleischman and Tyson, 1993, 1996].
However, until very recently, the extensive study of early cost
accounting practices through the examination of surviving busi-
ness archives in the U.K. and U.S. has not been matched by
studies in continental Europe.
The reasons for this are difficult to fathom. Admittedly, the
British industrial revolution was unique and associated with
particular socio-political changes [Wilward and Saul, 1973].
1 For the purpose of this paper, we do not make any distinction between
terms such as ‘costing’, ‘cost accounting’, ‘management accounting’, or ‘manage-
rial accounting’. We use these terms interchangeably to refer to the use of cost-
based information for various purposes. The use of any of these terms does not
imply per se any commitment to a particular theoretical framework.
2 Vlaemminck [1956] and Boyns et al. [1997] mention some French authors
who wrote on industrial accounting early in the 19th century.
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Arguably, the introduction of sophisticated costing techniques
by British entrepreneurs during the industrialization could have
resulted from other significant economic advances [Fleischman
and Parker, 1991]. But continental European manufactures
reached a comparable level of complexity and technological in-
novation [Herr, 1958; Townsend, 1791]. Wilward and Saul
[1973] argue that transformations in Europe were caused by
external events, by the unbalancing of political power brought
about by increasing productive capacity in Britain. Concerns
about the distribution of power led continental governments to
become variously involved in manufactures, whereas the British
industrial revolution was based on entrepreneurship. These
facts would fit with a notion of cost management developed by
entrepreneurs to face competitive markets and tight profit mar-
gins [Fleischman and Parker, 1991]. However, there is increas-
ing evidence – especially for Spain – of the early use of sophisti-
cated costing techniques in organizations operating in
non-competitive markets [Hoskin and Macve, 1986, 1988;
Carmona et al., 1997; Núñez, 2002a; Carmona and Donoso,
2004] and in firms operating in competitive markets with gov-
ernmental support [Prieto and Larrinaga, 2001; Carmona and
Gómez, 2002].
The present study of organizations in 18th century Spain
provides evidence not only of the evolution of cost accounting in
a continental European country, but also of its practice and
development in settings characterized by limited competition
and monopolies conducted by the Crown. While some such evi-
dence already exists in the form of the case studies above-
mentioned, this paper aims to extend their conclusions by ex-
ploring whether sophisticated cost accounting techniques were
present in 13 large and medium-sized Spanish companies dur-
ing the second half of the 18th century. The paper presents the
results of a systematic and cross-sectional study, along the lines
of the research conducted by Fleischman and Parker [1991] for
British firms. The paper is structured as follows. The next sec-
tion provides a brief introduction to the manufacturing environ-
ment in 18th century Spain, paying particular attention to gov-
ernment involvement. The subsequent section describes the
categories and features that modern cost accounting should
evince, according to the existing literature. Thereafter the re-
search method is explained. The findings are then presented and
interpreted, and their wider relevance for understanding the ad-
vent of sophisticated cost accounting are explored. Then follows
some concluding remarks.
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SPANISH MANUFACTURES, 1760-1800
When Carlos II, the last Hapsburg monarch, died in 1700, a
new dynasty, the French Bourbons, settled in Spain. This dynas-
tic change brought about innovations in social and economic
policy inspired by the Enlightenment principles of rationality
and the search for public happiness. One of the peculiar in-
struments for the diffusion of Enlightenment ideas was the
Economic Societies of the Country’s Friends (Sociedades
Económicas de Amigos del País) [see Álvarez-Dardet et al., 2004],
which constituted a medium for pursuing the extension of edu-
cation among the peasantry and played an active role in the
economic development of Spain [Sarrailh, 1992]. The reign of
Carlos III (1759-1788) was a period when Enlightenment ideas
had much influence. Out of a sincere desire to improve the
nation, Carlos III fostered new ideas and promoted to power key
Enlightenment intellectuals (such as Floridablanca, the Conde
de Aranda, Campomanes, Carrabús, and Jovellanos) [Herr,
1958; Vicens Vives, 1987]. While Enlightenment principles were
commonly adhered to, fear of the consequences of the French
Revolution after 1789 moderated their advance [Vicens Vives,
1987].
Spanish economic policy in the 18th century was the out-
come of a conflict between protectionism and economic liberal-
ism [Vicens Vives, 1987]. On the one hand, economic policy was
based on the reformulation of the colonial pact in favor of met-
ropolitan industry and trade [La Force, 1965; Anes, 1994]. Fol-
lowing mercantilist ideas, policy was aimed at creating a more
regular and competitive trade in order to decrease foreign com-
petition and maintain the monopolist advantage of some privi-
leged Spanish companies, such as the Caracas Trading Com-
pany [Vicens Vives, 1987; Eugenio, 1988]. Protectionist
measures for the textile industry, such as the banning of fabric
imports and the restriction of raw material exports, were passed
from the early 18th century. The nightmare of Spanish mercan-
tilists was the legitimate importation or smuggling of French
and English goods that were aimed mainly for colonial trade. It
has been estimated that by the end of the 17th century only one-
eighth of the goods shipped from Spain to America were manu-
factured in Spain [Herr, 1958].
On the other hand, Spanish economic policy was also influ-
enced by physiocrat ideas, or a form of advanced mercantilism
[Herr, 1958]. Under Carlos III, the government ended the re-
strictions on trade between Spain and the colonies [Herr, 1958].
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Further, the previous attitude towards favoring the guilds
shifted and the Council of Castile engaged in curtailing all the
restrictive aspects of guild regulations [Lynch, 1991]. For ex-
ample, the guild regulations on the manufacture of cloth were
completely eliminated by 1787.
Political reforms in 18th century Spain were carried out
under monarchial absolutism. Administrative uniformity and ra-
tionalization was to be achieved through the suppression of the
ancient charters of some regions. Vicens Vives [1987] argues
that the main mechanism for implementing the Crown’s policies
of uniformity was the abovementioned Council of Castile. This
institution brought about a rationalization of taxation and
sought to overcome the traditional differences in taxation be-
tween the various regions. Also important in relation to unifor-
mity were the monopolies. These constituted an important
source of public revenues at this time. Vicens Vives [1987] con-
tends that among the salt, playing cards and tobacco monopo-
lies, the last mentioned was most remunerative, raising as much
as 82,000,000 reales in 1797. The preference for uniformity and
the need to increase revenues to sustain the empire led to plac-
ing public activities and leased monopolies (like the gunpowder
monopoly) under direct state management, often in the form of
royal factories. This was the case with tobacco, which was
manufactured in the Royal Tobacco Factory of Seville. The
changeover to direct state control of the Crown’s monopolies
began in 1741. It culminated in 1761 with the issue of the In-
struction for the Internal Administration of the General Board
of Monopolies, and specific instructions for provincial and gen-
eral monopolies, salt mines, textile factories, lead mines, and
gunpowder production [Artola, 1982, p. 254].
Royal Factories: Spanish entrepreneurs failed to secure the pro-
duction of sufficient goods for the trade with the Spanish colo-
nies. In order to halt the consequent dependence on manufac-
turers in other European countries, the Bourbons created royal
factories along the lines of French Colbertism [Helguera, 1991;
Fernández et al., 1992]. Foreign machinery was imported to es-
tablish the new manufactories [Anes, 1994]. As well as produc-
ing competitive goods for both the colonial trade and the Ibe-
rian market, the royal factories served at least three other
purposes. First, they were conceived as technical institutions for
the dissemination of industrial knowledge and skills [La Force,
1965]. Second, in the case of some monopolies the royal facto-
ries were also devised to maximize public revenues. Third, even
5
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though in the early 18th century royal factories were compatible
with guilds, following the liberal reforms begun under Carlos
III, they were used as instruments to destroy the guild privileges.
The term ‘royal factory’ is confusing and, according to sev-
eral authors [La Force, 1965; Helguera, 1991], relates to three
different types of companies. First, those that enjoyed some kind
of tax exemption. Second, those organized as public companies,
in which the king and/or the royal family had some participation
(called Royal Joint-Stock Companies by La Force [1995]) and
secured resultant privileges in exchange for state involvement.
Third, those companies created on the state’s initiative, wholly
financed by and charged to the Treasury and predominantly run
by civil servants. This was the case with the Royal Textile Fac-
tory of Guadalajara, founded in 1718 [La Force, 1965], the Royal
Tobacco Factory [Carmona et al., 1997], and the Gunpowder
monopoly [Núñez, 1999].
The fortunes of the royal factories varied. Generally, only
those that effectively placed monopolies under governmental
management accomplished the aim of increasing public rev-
enues. This was the case with the Royal Tobacco Factory and
the Gunpowder monopoly. In contrast, those royal factories that
aimed to compete with the import of fabrics and other goods
were not financially successful. Herr [1958], La Force [1965],
and Vicens Vives [1987] provide details of the misfortunes of
some of the royal factories. Herr [1958] attributes limited suc-
cess to poor management, high transportation costs (for central
manufactures in mountainous Spain), and the resistance of
guilds. La Force [1965], referring to the royal textile factories,
argues that they were established according to purely technical
rather than economic considerations. Diseconomies of scale
emerged because factories were integrated before the advent of
cost-reducing technologies [La Force, 1965]. However, large fac-
tories were needed in order to overcome the most important
shortcoming of Spanish industry - the lack of skilled workers.
Integration was pursued to develop learning, and the solution
envisaged was to “import” foreign skilled craftsmen [Larruga,
1794]. As a result of these problems the royal textile factories
depended on royal subsidies to survive. One of the most extreme
cases was the Royal Textile Factory of Guadalajara, which re-
quired 2,000,000 reales per annum during the reign of Fernando
VI (1746-1759).
Along with the rest of Europe, Spain experienced a period
of economic growth in the second half of the 18th century,
which was reflected in a population increase of 40% [Lynch,
6
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1991]. This fact meant a growing demand for products and an
increasing supply of labor for manufacturing work. Lynch
[1991] estimates that 200,000 people worked in the industry and
service sectors by the end of the century. Arguably, Spanish
industrialization also contributed to greater prosperity. By 1789
the share of Spanish-made goods in the trade with the colonies
had increased to one half, compared to one-eighth in 1700
[Milward and Saul, 1973].
Yet, by the end of the 18th century the economic advance
was halted. There were a number of reasons for this. First, the
fear caused by the French Revolution slowed and even reversed
the pace of reform [Burrel, 1988]. For instance, in 1791 all pri-
vate Spanish periodicals were suspended [Herr, 1958]. Second,
the war between England and Spain, which broke out in 1796,
contributed to the loss of trade routes with the Americas until
1802. Vicens Vives [1987] estimates the loss of trade to the port
of Cadiz, the busiest in Spain, at 2,700,000 reales. Third, free-
dom of trade between the Americas was granted in 1778 and
reinforced in 1797, signifying the beginning of the colonies’ in-
dependence. Finally, the Spanish economy was adversely af-
fected by the Napoleonic invasion of Spain (1808-1814). All
Spanish manufacturers suffered during this period. Vicens Vives
[1987] contends that from 1800 until 1832 the textile industry
returned to a predominantly artisan character.
In summary, the context of Spanish manufacturing during
most of the 18th century was characterized by change inspired
by the Enlightenment. The pace of reform increased after 1759,
with the support of Carlos III. Some of the reforms were aimed
at free trade, while others, such as the creation of royal facto-
ries, were aimed at the protection of national industries. For
manufacturing concerns in Spain the mid-late 18th century was
a period of economic success followed by adversity.
LITERATURE ON THE ADVENT OF SOPHISTICATED
COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
A growing body of research has supported the revision of
Pollard and Chandler’s thesis by revealing the use of sophisti-
cated cost accounting techniques in different settings before the
second half of the 19th century. Johnson [1972] examined the
cost management techniques used in a textile mill, the Lyman
Mills Corporation (U.S.), before 1860. He concluded that its
elaborate costing system was used to facilitate internal control
of operations. From 1819 the Springfield Armory (US) also kept
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detailed records on raw materials, processes, and finished prod-
ucts, as well as on the average time required to perform each
task and every worker’s wages. From 1840 more frequent use of
these techniques was applied to improve internal control
[Hoskin and Macve, 1988; Tyson, 1990]. Fleischman and Parker
[1990] have also established the existence of advanced manage-
ment accounting techniques in the Carron Company, a forerun-
ner of industrialization in Scotland.
In the Spanish context, Carmona et al. [1997, 1998] have
documented the existence of modern cost accounting techniques
in the Royal Tobacco Factory of Seville before 1779. Flores
[1983], Prieto and Larrinaga [2001], Núñez [2002a], and
Carmona and Gómez [2002] have also examined the use of so-
phisticated cost accounting techniques in several Spanish com-
panies during the second half of the 18th century. They studied
specific cases in depth, analyzing the particular circumstances
that gave rise to the use of cost accounting and demonstrated
the existence of sophisticated costing techniques in settings
characterized by the absence of competitive markets and ex-
tended governmental intervention. Despite these advances in
identifying the use of costing in Spanish concerns, there re-
mains a lack of cross-sectional surveys that would permit the
generalizing of findings beyond the isolated cases studied to
date.
Thus, the aim of this paper is to explore the extent of cost
accounting practices and knowledge in 18th century Spain.
Fleischman and Parker [1991] conducted a cross-sectional study
of 25 British companies, forerunners of the industrial revolu-
tion, with the aim of exploring Pollard’s thesis. To perform this
kind of analysis, it is necessary to establish categories that can
be investigated in each of the cases examined. Fleischman and
Parker assumed that the development of sophisticated cost ac-
counting equaled the frequent use of certain costing techniques:
(i) the use of cost control techniques, including costing based on
responsibility centers; (ii) overhead allocation to products; (iii)
the use of costs for decision making (including cost compari-
son), and (iv) the use of budgets, forecasts, and standards. While
Edwards and Newell [1991] also reviewed several cases where
an appreciable development in cost accounting existed before
1850, the categorization proposed by Fleischman and Parker
[1991] is more systematic and is adopted here.
Of the 25 British companies studied by Fleischman and
Parker [1991], the majority (72%) routinely recorded costs.
More precisely, costs were used to control materials, waste,
8
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labor and even the profitability of different blends of materials.
Some textile mills also recorded daily production measures.
Other companies managed their costs through the use of re-
sponsibility centers, and in these organizations there was evi-
dence of profit calculation. As regards overhead allocation to
products, 64% of the companies added manufacturing and com-
mercial overhead to direct production cost, although only 20%
did an excellent job of overhead allocation (Fleischman and
Parker [1991] do not define the difference between ‘excellence’
and mere ‘activity’ in a given area). Costs of up to 31 different
batches were calculated, and arguments based on the contribu-
tion margin logic were also present. Of the 25 companies, 56%
used cost information to make decisions on technological inno-
vation, vertical integration, the abandonment of production
lines, or alternative merchandise transport routes. However,
only 28% did an excellent job in this area. Finally, in 80% of the
cases Fleischman and Parker identified the application of some
kind of standard, usually to control inventories and occasionally
in relation to budgeting. The association between standards and
inventory control was in some cases related to the awareness of
the difference between manufacturing cost and the realizable
net value for obsolete products. Moreover, some businessmen
also conducted sophisticated experiments to establish standards
for different processes.
The approach followed by Fleischman and Parker [1991]
and other authors such as Tyson, Boyns and Edwards has pro-
voked a number of critiques. Loft [1995] brands such work the
“revision by neoclassicists of traditional history”. Hoskin and
Macve [2000] charge this approach with three different levels of
problem. First, at the theoretical level, they contend that
Fleischman and colleagues oversimplify causality in conceiving
the new accounting practices of the 18th and 19th centuries as
driven by the need for coordination in larger industrial firms.
Rather, Hoskin and Macve [2000] maintain that we should con-
sider whether causes include other organizational, social and
economic changes. Recently, Boyns and Edwards [2000, p. 153]
have acknowledged that sociopolitical and historical contexts
may be important factors in the adoption of management ac-
counting. Moreover, recent collaborations between Fleischman
and Macve [2002] suggest that the so-called neoclassical revi-
sionists and their critics recognize the potential relevance of
their respective theoretical positions. As is suggested by the
brief historical context provided earlier in the current paper, the
authors consider that the social and political contexts are
9
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important to understanding the adoption of cost and manage-
ment accounting techniques in Spanish concerns.
Second, at an evidential level, Hoskin and Macve [2000]
contend that it is not possible to infer purpose from the exist-
ence of formal accounting records. That is, the evidence of com-
plex cost accounting records-related to past performance and to
the preparation of double-entry accounting ledgers- permits
only assertions about how techniques ‘might’ have been utilized.
Imposing present-day categories on the past can also be a mis-
leading line of causation. However, Hoskin and Macve [2000]
admit that the purpose of cost accounting can be inferred if the
accounts compute future outcomes, if they are prepared in the
context of decision making or negotiation, or if they are used as
a base for contractual negotiations. In order to avoid these evi-
dential pitfalls, we have carefully examined the context in which
cost accounting practices were introduced and applied.
Finally, at the historiographical level, Hoskin and Macve
[2000] question the general significance of routine cost and
management accounting practices, as investigated by authors
such as Fleischman and Parker [1991]. In contrast, Hoskin and
Macve [2000, p. 109] argue that the “historical crux is to identify
the discontinuity between early attempts at costing for account-
ability, decision making, and control purposes, and what may be
seen as the modern approach based in a human accounting”.
They hypothesize that human accounting emerged in the U.S.
during the second half of the 19th century. Nonetheless, Hoskin
and Macve [2000], together with Fleischman and Tyson [1993]
and Boyns and Edwards [2000], agree on the desirability of fur-
ther research in cost and management accounting history and
encourage the examination of business records for all countries
[Boyns and Edwards, 2000, p. 157]. It is hoped that the evidence
presented in this paper will contribute to these debates in the
history of cost and management accounting.
RESEARCH METHOD
While pioneering British firms have been the focus of much
attention [Fleischman and Parker, 1991], their contemporaries
in Spain have not been systematically studied through surviving
business records. In Spain information on archives containing
business records is dispersed and the relevant collections have
received less consideration than state administrative documents.
Therefore, we devised a research method comprising of three
different approaches in order to identify the records of Spanish
10
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companies during the second half of the 18th century and ana-
lyze their cost and management accounting practices.
First, we examined cases already covered in the literature:
the Royal Tobacco Factory of Seville [Carmona et al., 1997,
1998], the Riotinto Mines [Flores, 1983], the gunpowder mo-
nopoly in New Spain [Núñez, 2002a, b], and the Royal Textile
Factory of Ezcaray [Prieto and Larrinaga, 2001]. Second, we
explored surviving business records of other factories contained
in various archives, mainly in the Archivo General de Simancas
and the Secretaría y Superintendencia de Hacienda section (AGS-
SSSH), which contains state administrative documents dealing
with economic matters during the relevant period. Third, we
considered the indirect evidence contained in contemporary
printed sources, in particular, Larruga’s Political and Economic
Memoirs [1794].
We focus on factories, on the assumption that cost account-
ing most probably emerged and gained some degree of sophisti-
cation in this kind of organization. The institutional context of
the period (1760-1800) should be taken into consideration, since
in Spain the most important factories were owned by the Crown
or benefited from some kind of royal protection. These links
with the Crown explain not only the development of administra-
tive and accounting techniques (given the obligation to render
accounts), but also the survival of records.
It is difficult to establish the total population of firms dur-
ing the period studied. Admittedly, the fact that our sample con-
tains only 13 cases, while Fleischman and Parker [1991] ana-
lyzed 25, could limit the wider validity of the conclusions.
However, it should also be considered that (i) for the reasons
explained above, the period we examine (1760-1800) is less than
half that studied by Fleischman and Parker; (ii) as we have also
argued above, the industrial fabric of 18th century Spain was
less developed than that of Britain; (iii) our cases span a broad
spectrum of capital-intensive industries and include the most
important companies in the textile, mining, and tobacco indus-
tries - companies that have been cited by economic historians
such as Herr [1958], La Force [1965], and Vicens Vives [1987].
Further, (iv) and more importantly, our conclusions are condi-
tioned by the Spanish political and institutional context, which
encompasses a particular category of companies (the royal fac-
tories and the rentas, or monopolies belonging to the Crown).
In the British case, Fleischman and Parker [1991] estimated
the survival of costing records at less than ten percent. This
survey encountered a similar difficulty. Bookkeeping for finan-
11
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TABLE 1
Documentary Sources Used in This Paper
Institution Primary sources Secondary sources
Esparto Textile Factory Larruga [1794], Vol. 17
of Vallejo
Alcoraya Mine Archivo General de Simancas, Sección
de Secretaría y Superintendencia de
Hacienda, file 803
Río Tinto Mines Flores Caballero, M. [1983]
Royal Liqueur Factory Archivo General de Simancas, Sección
of Madrid de Secretaría y Superintendencia de
Hacienda, file 812
Royal Arsenal of Eugui Archivo General de Simancas, Sección
and Orbaiceta de Secretaría y Superintendencia de
Hacienda, file 805
Royal Textile Factory Archivo General de Simancas, Sección
of Cuenca de Secretaría y Superintendencia de
Hacienda, file 787
Royal Textile Factory Archivo General de Simancas, Sección Prieto and Larrinaga
of Ezcaray de Secretaría y Superintendencia de [2001]
Hacienda, file 788; Larruga [1794]
Royal Textile Factory Larruga [1794] Vols. 14, 15 and 16 Carmona and Gómez
of Guadalajara [2002]
Royal Textile Factory Archivo General de Simancas, Sección
of San Fernando de Secretaría y Superintendencia de
Hacienda, files 784-785
Royal Textile Factory Larruga [1794], Vol. 12
of Segovia
Royal Gunpowder Factory Archivo General de Indias, Audiencia Maniau [1793]; Humboldt
of New Spain de México. Files 1013, 1123, 1249, [1822]; Núñez [1999,
1250, 1260, 1261, 1405, 2216, 2217, 2002a, 2002b]
2218, 2228, 2230, 2232, 2233, 2235,
2236, 2240, 2347, and 2450
Royal Tobacco Factory Archivo Histórico de la Fábrica de Rodríguez Gordillo [1975,
of Seville  Tabacos de Sevilla (Altadis, S.A.); 1977, 1990, and 1993];
Archivo Histórico Nacional; Archivo Morales Sánchez [1989];
General de Simancas Carmona et al. [1997,
1998]; Gutiérrez [1993,
1999]
Royal Textile Factory
of Ávila Archivo General de Simancas, Sección
de Secretaría y Superintendencia de
Hacienda, files 755-758
12
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cial accounting is more easily found in the Spanish archives.
Thus, for instance, all the files studied in the AGS-SSSH contain
documentation gathered by the Junta General de Comercio y
Moneda (Royal Committee for Trade and Money), which repre-
sented the Crown’s interests in these manufactures. Fortunately,
despite the overwhelming dominance of financial accounting
records, a careful archival survey allowed us to identify evidence
of costing practices. For all the organizations examined for the
period 1760-1800, files existed containing evidence of the use of
costing techniques. While in some cases a complete series of
costing and budgeting records survive or exist, in other in-
stances we have only isolated cost studies for decision making
or a reference to them in the correspondence.
In addition to the AGS-SSSH, we visited private archives to
examine the Royal Tobacco Factory case (Historic Archives of
Altadis). Primary sources for the gunpowder monopoly were
gathered at Seville’s Archivo General de Indias (AGI), which con-
tains copies of the accounting statements required by the
Contaduría General del Consejo de Indias (Council of the Indies
General Accounting Office). As in the case of the AGS-SSSH,
information on costing was found with financial accounting in-
formation.
Memorias Políticas y Económicas [Larruga, 1794] is a 30-
volume treatise about the advancement of Spanish industry in
the last years of the 18th century. It is a descriptive account,
with occasional physiocratic remarks, that essentially tran-
scribes documents from diverse origins, mainly the companies
themselves. For some companies, we verified Larruga’s refer-
ences to costing exercises against the records found in the archi-
val survey. Larruga is also referred to by economic historians
such as Herr [1958] and Vicens Vives [1987]. We thus consider
evidence contained in the Memorias as important primary
source material.
We analyzed all information from primary and secondary
sources according to the four criteria mentioned by Fleischman
and Parker [1991]. As the cases vary in quantity and quality of
information, we devised a checklist which covered the four ar-
eas of costing activity and allowed us to describe and contrast
all the companies’ activities in outline form (see Appendix 1).
DESCRIPTION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Table 2 shows the degree to which each company satis-
fies the four main criteria for ‘sophisticated’ cost management.
13
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Following Fleischman and Parker, we have distinguished be-
tween companies that show some kind of activity in a particular
area (sporadic use of a technique, denoted with an ‘A’) and those
with an excellent development (formal definition and routine
application of cost management, denoted with an ‘E’).
TABLE 2
Spanish Factories Practicing Management Accounting in
the Second Half of the 18th Century
Institution Costs Control Overhead Costs for Standards,
(Responsibility Allocation Decision Forecasts,
Centers) Making and Budgets
Esparto Textile Factory of Vallejo A A – –
Alcoraya Mine A – – –
Río Tinto Mines E E E –
Royal Liqueur Factory of Madrid E A E –
Royal Arsenal of Eugui and Orbaiceta E – – E
Royal Textile Factory of Cuenca A – – –
Royal Textile Factory of Ezcaray A E A E
Royal Textile Factory of Guadalajara E E E E
Royal Textile Factory of San Fernando A A – A
Royal Textile Factory of Segovia E E – A
Royal Gunpowder Factory of New Spain E E E E
Royal Tobacco Factory of Seville E E E E
Royal Textile Factory of Ávila E – A A
Total Activity 13 9 7 8
Percentage 100% 69% 54% 62%
‘A’: companies that show some kind of activity in a particular area (sporadic use of a
technique).
‘E’: companies that show an excellent development (formal definition and routine applica-
tion of cost management).
At first glance, Table 2 illustrates that cost accounting was
often used by companies in Spain during the second half of the
18th century. All the companies in this study carried out some
form of production cost control. More than two-thirds allocated
manufacturing overhead, and more than half used that informa-
tion for decision making and to elaborate a form of standard or
budget.
Cost Control: As Table 2 shows, every company in the study
undertook some kind of cost control. In the tobacco and gun-
powder factories and in the arsenal, materials were weighed,
registered, and controlled as they passed through the different
phases of production, and there were rules for these procedures.
For instance, in the tobacco factory snuff underwent a complex
14
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production process involving seven stages (sun drying, first mill-
ing, mixture, airing, second milling, fermentation, and distribu-
tion), which was controlled by a manager who was held ac-
countable. Control was based on accounting records and aimed
essentially at avoiding the theft and smuggling of luxury raw
materials and goods (for a further explanation, see Carmona et
al., [1997]). For the gunpowder factory, the Gunpowder Ordi-
nances established “usual wastes” in the production process,
and the factory manager was accountable for higher wastes
[AGI, file Mexico 2216]. By-products of the production process
(‘gunpowder powder’) were reused. For the Ávila textile factory
there are a few reports on production wastes in 1798, and in the
Guadalajara factory materials shrinkage costs were calculated.
The quality of the products was controlled in four factories
(textiles in Guadalajara and Ávila, tobacco, and gunpowder). In
the tobacco factory a supervisor controlled the quality of the
cigars; cigar makers were paid 16 maravedís per properly made
batch [Álvarez et al., 2002]. In the gunpowder factory, a quality
control network was established involving strict regulations and
a system of rewards and sanctions at different levels. The three
major stages in the process of gunpowder production (grinding,
pasting and corning) could not commence until the main raw
materials (saltpeter, sulfur, and carbon) met certain quality
standards necessary to guarantee the success of the final prod-
uct. In some cases, the so-called assays for raw material quality
evaluation, which varied according to the different ingredients
and intended use of the gunpowder (by the army or by the
public), determined that re-processing was necessary. Tests
were also made to verify the quality of the finished gunpowder
[Núñez, 1999].
For the Ávila textile factory there exists a series of monthly
records of machines and workers, classified according to the
different productive phases, as well as production data and costs
[AGS-SSSH, file 755]. One example is exhibited in Figure 1. The
statutes issued by the government for the management of this
factory [AGS-SSSH, file 756] required that “all the weavers em-
ployed in the factories have to be accounted for in the books, as
well as the fabrics that each one weaves and all the different
production processes”. Hoskin and Macve [2000] contend that
early costing attempts should be differentiated from a modern
approach based on human accounting. In Figure 1, however,
both machines and weavers are classified by processes. Weavers
are also classified by sex and age. Here we see how “Accounting
is able to establish new modes of accountability by rendering
15
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human activities visible, thereby promoting new areas of dis-
course, and enabling social fields to be represented as areas of
rational economic action” [Carmona et al., 1997]. Whether the
practices of the Ávila factory are the embryo of, or an unsuccess-
ful endeavor at, a shift in focus from machines to men is beyond
the scope of this paper.
FIGURE 1:
Monthly Production Reports, Classifying Workers and
Machinery. Royal Textile Factory of Ávila
16
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FIGURE 1 (continued)
Monthly Production Reports, Classifying Workers and
Machinery. Royal Textile Factory of Ávila
Source: AGS-SSSH. File 755.
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FIGURE 1 (continued)
Monthly Production Reports, Classifying Workers and
Machinery. Royal Textile Factory of Ávila
Month of October, 1790
State of the Royal Cotton Textiles Factory of Ávila
Number of machines Number of people employed
in use
Sept. Oct. Total Men Women Apprentices Boys Total
Machines
Carding machines 4 4 4 4
Benches for arranging 3 3 3 3
Spindles 3 3 3 3
Spinning wheels 12 12 12 6 24 42
Reeling machines 5 5 3 3
And one wheel for ropes 1 1
Occupations and posts
Pickers 10 10
Spoolers 10 10
Blacksmiths 6 6
Carpenters 4 4
Machinists 3 3
For the machinists’ wheels 2 2
Craftsmen, skilled work- 4 4
men, and apprentices of
warp-bar making
Looms
Factory 12 12 12 12
In town 50 5 55 12 43 55
Occupations and posts
Spool makers 3 3
Dispatch and stock 4 4
90 5 95 69 29 46 24 168
Daily spinning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 lbs
3⁄4 and 8 fingers wide and 30 varas length pieces of muslin for printing
until the end of September, 154; and cottonade3 and cotton fabric of
the same length, 10; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164
And during this month one piece of cottonade and 47 of muslin, everything
the same as the last ones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
This (report) is in accordance with the Royal Factory’s actual state without considering
machinery and other stocks, which are in process until all of them be employed for the
purposes for which they should be applied. Those that are finished but not employed were
expressed in the preceding months.
Ávila, October 31, 1790
Signed: Vicente Cisneros and Juan Berry
Expensed in the factory from the month of April until the end of
September this year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116,958…14
Idem month of October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33,383… 3
Total . . . . . . . 150,341…17
3 Cottonade (Cotonía in Spanish) was a kind of coarse cotton fabric.
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Some other examples of complex managerial accounting
follow. In the textile factory of Ávila, there is evidence that the
costs of 79 different products were calculated (see the extract in
Figure 2). In San Fernando’s textile factory, labor costs were
FIGURE 2
Statement of Costing for Seventy-nine Different Products.
Royal Textile Factory of Ávila (extracted).
Source: AGS-SSSH. File 756
19
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FIGURE 2 (continued)
Statement of Costing for Seventy-nine Different Products.
Royal Textile Factory of Ávila (extracted)
Account for six collections of various samples of cotton fabric from the Ávila Royal Facto-
ries: Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Numbers, classes, varas, costs, selling prices, and consequent
profits are as follows:
N0 1
Selling
Number price
of [per [Sales]
Pieces Varas Costs4  vara] Reales Profit
5125 Pink ordinary cottonade 30 11R 20m 15R 450 102..12
3393 Fine smooth cottonade 313⁄4 15R 6m 20R 635 153..5
1054 White Cordoné cloth 351⁄2 19R 14 m 24R 852 162..30
5048 Pink corduroy 30 27R…… 30R 900 90
5010 Fine striped cottonade 293⁄4 21R 14m 24R 714 77
00 Striped cotton cloth 30 14R 19m 18R 540 103..8
3948 Smooth regular cloth 303⁄4 14R 19m 18R 553..17 105..273⁄4
3295 Medium striped cottonade 311⁄4 14R 23m 22R 687..17 228..231⁄2
4864 Fine striped cottonade 303⁄4 14R 23m 24R 738 286..24
4789 Lisa ccottonade 313⁄4 20R 17m 26R 825..17 174..211⁄4
2538 Striped cottonade 313⁄4 14R 23m 22R 698..17 232..17
5456 Smooth velveteen 30 20R…… 24R 720 120
5108 White fine linen cloth 291⁄4 13R 25m 17R 497..81⁄2 95..163⁄4
000 Striped cottonade 31 14R 23m 22R 682 227..1
4845 Fine cotton cloth 32 18R 20m 20R 640 45..6
0000 Striped cottonade 32 14R 23m 22R 704 234..12
N0 2
5368 Dyed smooth velveteen 26 22R3⁄4 26R 676 84..17
4151 Dyed smooth cottonade 313⁄4 17R 6m 22R 698..17 153..5
3717 Printed cotton cloth 311⁄4 21R 20m 25R 781..8 106..201⁄2
5516 Dyed ordinary cloth 333⁄4 14R 16m 21R 708..25 220..123⁄4
4585 Printed canvas 321⁄2 12R 15m 15R 487..17 83..51⁄2
4019 Idem 301⁄4 12R 15m 14R 423..17 47..4
4306 Idem 303⁄4 12R 15m 15R 461..8 78..223⁄4
4495 Idem 291⁄2 12R 15m 14R 413 45..331⁄2
3991 Idem 30 12R 15m 15R 450 76..26
3761 Idem 303⁄4 12R 15m 14R 430..17 47..313⁄4
16,367..51⁄2 3,383..9
4 Figures in reales are followed by “R,” and their remainders, accounted for in
maravedís, are followed by “m”. In the two last columns, in the original reales are followed
by two points and the remainder in maravedís. Please note that the remainders are not
computed on a decimal base.
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checked weekly. In Madrid’s liqueur factory the costs of five
products were computed for consecutive years with the aim of
providing evidence of the progressive decrease of margins for
some of the products (see below).
In seven cases, costs were separated for the company’s dif-
ferent areas of activity. In the Ávila and tobacco factories, ma-
chines and workers were sorted into different phases of the pro-
duction process. In the arsenals, monthly reports of the
expenses at Eugui and Orbaiceta were elaborated in each fac-
tory by the accountant and then endorsed by the managers.
Even though costing was related to inventory control and its
inclusion in the companies’ general statements,5 we cannot con-
clusively reject the possibility that these records were used for
internal management purposes, as Hoskin and Macve [2000]
might suggest. On the contrary, costing in most cases was re-
lated to controls over materials, product quality, waste, cost and
labor.
Overhead Allocation: There is evidence to show that the impor-
tance of overheads was generally recognized. As Table 2 shows,
nine factories took some account of them, of which eight allo-
cated overheads to products. Madrid’s liqueur factory warned
that the “wages of the employees are not included” in the calcu-
lation of costs. In contrast, in the gunpowder factory, “the wages
of the permanent job assistants and employees of the Account-
ing Office” were included in production cost. Hence, a report
contended that the more pounds of gunpowder produced, the
less a pound would cost, since administration unit costs de-
creased [AGI, file Mexico 2228].
In some factories, the costs of several products were calcu-
lated and different foundations for overhead allocation were
used. For example, as Figure 3 illustrates, Ezcaray’s factory stor-
age costs were allocated to products at seven reales each, while
damages and contingencies costs were figured at one and a half
percent of production cost. Baling cost and the managers’ and
accountants’ wages were allocated at a different rate for each
type of fabric depending on its class - allowing higher rates for
higher quality fabrics. In the same vein, in the tobacco factory
the porters’ cost was allocated to snuff and cigars at 60% and
40% respectively, according to experts’ estimations.
5 The general statements formulated by these companies followed not the double-entry
system, but the Venetian style of credits and debits. Hernández Esteve [1996] contends that
this was a general practice in 18th century Spain.
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FIGURE 3
Statement of a Cost Study Where Overhead Is Allocated to
a Product. Royal Textile Factory of Ezcaray.
Source: AGS-SSSH. File 788
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In the Ezcaray textile factory and the gunpowder factory
depreciation costs were formally noted. In Ezcaray the impair-
ment cost of tools was allocated to different products. In the
gunpowder factory the depreciation of boilers “due to the con-
tinuous torment of fire” was taken into account [AGI, file
Mexico 2228]. For the tobacco factory, payback was calculated
for the investment in a new building [Carmona et al., 2002].
Documents also reveal awareness of the importance of fixed
costs. It should be noted that royal textile factories faced finan-
cial difficulties due to substantial investments, integration of
activities before the application of the first inventions decreased
costs, high transport costs and lack of skilled workers [La Force,
1965; also Prieto and Larrinaga, 2001]. The correspondence of
many textile factories reveals that the impact of fixed costs was
cause for concern. The fact that interest on the substantial debts
and accountants’ and managers’ high salaries were fixed costs
was a matter of a great importance.6 Hence, in the Ezcaray
factory, for example, debt was double yearly sales and 16 times
the profits the manager claimed to have made. In the textile
factory of Segovia “there was little and contingent work and the
FIGURE 3 (continued)
Statement of a Cost Study Where Overhead Is Allocated to
a Product. Royal Textile Factory of Ezcaray
Costs of each piece of cloth, according to its quality, adding all its transport, wages, selling
rights, warehousing, recoveries, and baling expenses; distinguishing qualities and items as
demonstrated in the following manner:
First Class Cloth, superfine and “thirty-hundreds”
I assume a liquid cost of fifty-three reales per vara, where each piece usually has thirty-five
varas, whose expenses are demonstrated as follows.
For the carriage of one arroba and three cuartillas weight, nine reales each
arroba gives fifteen reales and twenty-five maravedís . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.25
For half the rights, for privileges acquired by royal letter patent, for each
piece of this quality, forty-two reales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
Stocking in the Clothing Guild, seven reales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Baling, forty-five reales every three pieces, fifteen reales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Salaries of the accountant and the scribe from Madrid, for each piece of
this quality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Damages and eventualities, one and a half percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,10
Porters carrying from customs to the store, custody of the bales, and
unbaling, gives two reales each piece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Salaries of the director, the accountant, and the scribe of Ezcaray, thirty-six
reales for each piece of this class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
175.1
The cost that must be added to each piece.
6 In the tobacco factory, the superintendent’s emoluments were 18 times higher than
the workers [Gutiérrez, 1993].
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fixed salaries were 13,200 reales yearly . . . Although the drapery
was of superior quality, such a small amount could not have
been enough to pay the salaries” [Larruga, 1794: 12, pp. 254-
255].
Costing for Decision Making: Although nine of the 13 factories
worked out costs and profits, we found evidence of the actual
use of these calculations for decision making in only seven cases
(see Table 2). Figure 2 exhibits how the textile factory of Ávila
computed costs and profits for 79 different fabrics. Other docu-
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ments for the same factory revealed that these calculations were
used to compare the profitability of particular products. For
instance, we found a document in which the profits of eight
products were compared and calculated as a percentage of cost.
In the Madrid liqueur factory, the percentage profit achieved on
five products was compared annually and it was revealed that
margins were gradually decreasing.
Cost information was used as a basis for pricing, which,
given the institutional setting described above, involved negotia-
tions with the economic authorities. The Ezcaray and Guada-
lajara textile factories had trouble placing their products in the
market since their production costs were higher than costs in the
English textile industry. Similarly, the gunpowder monopoly used
cost as a basis for pricing subcontracted gunpowder. The admin-
istrator of Rio Tinto Mines asked for the selling price of copper to
be increased since “the sales income was not even enough to
cover production costs” [Flores, 1983, p. 78].
As Fleischman and Parker [1991] proposed, cost compari-
son was also used to assess the impact of innovations and im-
provements. For instance, a careful cost analysis of a new proce-
dure that would allow production to treble was carried out at
the tobacco factory, and managers studied a new sieve hung on
the ceiling that would allow dispensing with 114 of the factory’s
laborers (almost eight percent of the staff) [Gutiérrez, 1999]. In
the Rio Tinto Mines, calculations were performed on the cost of
recovering rose-like copper in an oven [Flores, 1983, p. 44]. In
Guadalajara, cost studies were carried out to assess the impact
of a new method introduced by English craft weavers that al-
lowed savings of various materials.
We could find no evidence that cost accounting was used to
make decisions about the vertical integration of firms. Even
though vertical integration did take place in many sectors, such
as textiles and gunpowder, integration in the textile factories
was a response to English industrial supremacy as opposed to
internal economic rationality [La Force, 1965]. In many cases
(such as Ezcaray or Ávila) cost studies in textile factories were
aimed at asserting legitimacy by showing their profitability,
when, in fact, they depended on the Royal Treasury to cover
their operating costs [La Force, 1965].
Standards, Forecasts and Budgets: Five companies used stan-
dards for budgeting (see Table 2). The arsenal prepared budgets
every four months and sent them to the treasury yearly. The San
Fernando factory elaborated periodic budgets for the construc-
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FIGURE 5 (continued)
Monthly Budget of Production and Costs in the Royal
Gunpowder Factory of New Spain
Report on the gunpowder that could be made monthly in the new Santa Fé factory;
and on its costs at the same time // Eight mills will process, quintales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 475
Warehouse costs9
60 workers, 3 reales daily each, amounts to 22 pesos and 4 reales
and for the 25 workdays in a month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 562p 4.
3 reliable laborers for those same days, 5 reales each . . . . . . 46p 7.
Warehouse foreman, 2 daily pesos amounts in a month to . 60p .
The foreman’s assistant, 10 reales daily, in this period . . . . . 37p 4. 144p 3.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 706p 7.
Mills
16 millers, one peso daily, in 25 workdays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400p .
The foremen, 12 reales per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45p . 445p .
Shop assistants
One Lieutenant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Two guards, 12 reales each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
One concierge, 1 peso daily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Stable, servants, muleteer, and other ordinary
expenses at the factory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 420 p
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,571 p7
Materials
The 475 gunpowder quintales total cost, at the rate of 2.005 pesos
each 100 quintales; that is what the contractors actually pay . . . . . . 9.523 p4
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.095 p3
Four hundred and seventy-five gunpowder quintales, paid at four and
a half reales per pound, amount to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.718 p6
Yields a monthly profit to the king . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.623 p3
Royal Gunpowder Factory, July 10, 1782. José Manuel Barela. Salvador de Dampierr. This
is a copy of the original reported to Colonel Don Melchor Vidal de Lorca. Signed: Castro.
9 Costs are expressed either in pesos or in reales, totals are expressed in pesos.
tion of new buildings. The Ezcaray factory computed standards
and prepared budgets on annual operating costs. As Figure 5
illustrates, the gunpowder factory presented a one-month pro-
duction forecast together with a budget of the costs associated
with that production. The tobacco factory extrapolated the pro-
duction cost of the years 1770 to 1775 in order to predict future
costs [Carmona et al., 1997, p. 433].
Five other companies calculated and used standards to con-
trol inventory and reduce costs. In the case of Guadalajara, it
was possible to find successive regulations containing technical
and labor standards and a report about the chances of employee
pay cuts [Larruga, 1794]. Other studies were conducted to esti-
mate the savings of materials from implementing new methods.
The tobacco factory established standards to improve the pro-
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duction of tin tobacco containers and commissioned an experi-
ment to check the production cost. The outcome of the experi-
ment set the norms for materials and labor used. If the daily
production differed from the standard established in the experi-
ment, then the superintendent was to be informed and that
could result in the punishment of the person in charge of the tin
workshop.
EARLY COST AND MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING IN SPAIN, 1760-1800
Fleischman and Parker [1991] and other scholars have re-
vised Pollard’s [1965] contention that cost accounting for deci-
sion making was not one of the achievements of the British
industrial revolution. Fleischman and Parker [1991] argue that
in fact between 1760 and 1850 cost accounting practices reveal a
substantial degree of sophistication and matched the informa-
tion needs of entrepreneurs operating in competitive markets
and facing narrow profit margins. At first sight, the findings
reported in the last section of this paper provide further support
for the notion that sophisticated knowledge and actual use of
costing techniques existed in Spanish manufacturing in the pe-
riod of nascent industrialization. For each of the analytical cat-
egories proposed by Fleischman and Parker [1991], our percent-
ages in the Spanish survey are comparable to their results. It is
really difficult to extract any conclusion from the small differ-
ences reveled in Table 2, given the fact that, arguably, the small
percentage of surviving business records could bring about
larger biases.
Following in-depth analysis, our conclusions on the devel-
opment of particular techniques or uses of cost management are
also very similar to those obtained by Fleischman and Parker.
Costs were routinely controlled in some factories. We found
books or cost recording sequences showing that costs were com-
puted on a weekly basis (cigar production and San Fernando),
on a monthly basis (Ávila, gunpowder factory and arsenal), and
on a yearly basis (liqueur factory). Furthermore, it can be estab-
lished that in several cases (tobacco, Ávila, Guadalajara and
gunpowder) expenses were systematically recorded according to
Instrucciones, i.e., governmental regulations on managerial mat-
ters. Additionally, we verified a degree of quality control, atten-
tion to materials waste, and responsibility accounting.
Regarding overhead allocation, in addition to knowledge of
the importance of overheads and fixed costs, it appears that
29
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these greatly concerned contemporary analysts because of the
financial problems caused by high overheads (the outcome of
inefficiency and political considerations). Cost accounting was
used for decision making to a similar extent as in Fleischman
and Parker’s [1991] sample. Cost accounting was used for pric-
ing decisions and for innovation assessment. Interestingly, cost
accounting was not used for vertical integration as in the British
industrial revolution. It had different objectives: (i) it was used
to rationalize the transfer of leased monopolies (gunpowder) to
direct state management (a kind of nationalization); cost studies
(like the one presented in Figure 5, which implied the use of
standards) were aimed at evaluating the benefits that the new
state-owned monopoly could yield to the Crown; (ii) in the case
of the textile factories, cost accounting was also used to rational-
ize and negotiate the support of the Crown, in the form of finan-
cial aid, protectionism, or permission for higher prices. Finally,
as in the cases examined by Fleischman and Parker [1991], stan-
dards for the Spanish manufactures were associated with the
aim of controlling costs and the preparation of budgets.
Therefore, our findings fit with the assertion that sophisti-
cated cost management was one of the achievements of early
industrialization, but not necessarily of an industrial revolution.
According to Wilward and Saul [1973], industrialization took
place in continental Europe in the 18th century, but an indus-
trial revolution of the British kind, characterized by entrepre-
neurship was not present in Spain. Continental and Spanish
industrialization was characterized by governmental leadership.
Thus, the evidence gathered in this survey casts doubts on the
straightforward link between sophisticated cost management
and entrepreneurship. Sophisticated cost management could
also be a response to bureaucratization, monopolies and govern-
mental intervention.
A number of questions arise from these findings: why did
sophisticated cost accounting emerge in Spain in this particular
period? Why did it emerge in the different settings of Britain
and Spain? Carmona and Donoso [2004] have shown that in
Spain standard costing was used for decision making (negotia-
tion involving pricing goods in monopolies) as early as the 17th
century. Carmona and Gómez [2002] have illustrated that cost
control and overhead allocation were present between 1717 and
1744 in the Guadalajara textile factory, operating under medi-
eval guilds in a pure Colbertist context [Vicens Vives, 1987]. We
would argue, however, that there seems to be little room for
sophisticated cost management in a production system based on
30
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guilds. Carmona and Gómez [2002] conclude that cost manage-
ment at the Royal Textile Factory of Guadalajara had an ad hoc
character.
As we explained above, what is singular in the period begin-
ning in 1759, under King Carlos III, is the combination of en-
lightenment in politics, uniformity and centralization in govern-
ment, and measures of economic liberalization (free trade and
the curtailment of guild regulations). The power of guilds was
limited not only by governmental action, but also by the devel-
opment of new industries such as the cotton mills. This was an
era of economic growth and industrialization in Spain that
came to an end by 1800 for various reasons, as explained above,
but mainly because of the loss of the colonies. Between 1760
and 1800 industrialization was associated with a growing num-
ber of larger, complex organizations. The relative scarcity of
business records outside this period indicates that industrial ac-
tivity before 1760 and from 1800 to 1832 had a predominately
artisan character [Vicens Vives, 1987].
In accord with the findings reported in the literature and
this survey we would hypothesize a common pattern of imple-
mentation of sophisticated cost management for the different
organizations in Spain. This pattern is based on three features:
(i) Carmona and Donoso [2004] and Carmona and Gómez
[2002] reveal that there existed some knowledge of cost account-
ing before 1760. Subsequent sophisticated cost management in
Spain appears to be linked to industrialization and to changes in
the organization of production brought about by decreases in
the power of guilds. (ii) Contrary to conceiving nations as dis-
crete entities, there were substantial commercial and intellectual
connections as well as technological transfers, among 18th cen-
tury European countries. Thus, even though Spain did not lead
industrialization, the literature and this survey shows various
examples of the import of foreign skilled workers and tech-
niques by Spanish manufactures. Arguably, as technology was
transferred, cost management knowledge and practices would
be transmitted among companies and travel across national
boundaries. Several manufactories were run by non-Spaniards,
who signed their cost exercises. (iii) Finally, the Crown played a
potentially substantial role in the implementation of sophisti-
cated costing techniques. In the case of the monopolies, direct
state management was possible due to an effective administra-
tive system, conducted by a set of trained and competent civil
servants. In 1745 administrative functions in the monopolies
were separated from auditing functions (performed by accoun-
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tants) [Artola, 1982]. The accountants were capable bureaucrats.
Both managers and accountants had to follow detailed
instrucciones that regulated various organizational aspects of
the manufactories as well as bookkeeping and costing. Similar
experts applied regulations in the textile factories.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the last two decades, a body of literature based on the
examination of surviving business records rather than instruc-
tional literature on accounting, has questioned the assumption
that modern cost accounting emerged in the late 19th century.
Among others, Fleischman and Parker [1991] have shown that a
sophisticated knowledge and use of cost accounting was present
in the pioneer companies of the British industrial revolution
between 1760 and 1850. Though the theoretical approach and
the implications of this body of research are contested by some
critical scholars, both proponents and critics alike concede the
merit in extending archival research to beyond Anglo-Saxon
countries. Hoskin and Macve [2000] have outlined the theoreti-
cal and empirical pitfalls of ignoring context.
Applying Fleischman and Parker’s [1991] model to Spain
between 1760 and 1800, and examining primary as well as sec-
ondary sources, we have shown that a sophisticated knowledge
and use of cost accounting also existed in Spain before 1800.
While Fleischman and Parker [1991] examined a 90-year period
(1760-1850) and we examined a 40-year period (1760-1800), it is
significant that the emergence of modern cost accounting is
dated at about the same time (1760) in both surveys. And
whereas Fleischman and Parker [1991] studied pioneers of the
industrial revolution, we surveyed a completely different institu-
tional context, characterized by bureaucratization, monopolies
and governmental intervention. Most of our Spanish companies
suffered economic failure at the end of the 18th and the begin-
ning of the 19th century.
The study suggests that an important distinction might be
made between industrialization and industrial revolution. It
could be said that sophisticated cost management was associ-
ated with industrialization in both the British and Spanish cases
given that this entailed complex organizations and bureaucra-
cies in the second half of the 18th century. However, costing
associated with an industrial revolution, with its attendant entre-
preneurship and competitive markets, was only present in Brit-
ain.
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In sum, the evidence reported in this paper supports the
view that the causes of cost accounting evolution are complex
[Hopwood, 1987]. Sophisticated costing emerged as the cumula-
tive result of economic and political reasons. Some arguments
in this survey favor economic causes. For example, in the textile
industry which was opened to foreign and national competition,
most factories experienced increasing complexity and managers
required information for decision making. Even in the case of
some monopolies, management accounting was used to maxi-
mize the royal income. However, the fact that most factories
were closely related to the Crown points to the significance of
political factors. The advancement of national industry and at-
tempts to increase international prestige impacted on decision
making. Many factories suffered financial troubles and needed
legitimacy in order to obtain financial subsidies from the
Crown.
It is hoped that the findings of this study will encourage
further research in this area. In particular by enlarging the num-
ber of companies studied is desirable. Some historians, such as
Herr [1958] and Vicens Vives [1987] have identified a larger
number of manufactures in this period, though their total is not
likely to compare with the number of enterprises in the British
industrial revolution. As more work is performed to identify
firms with surviving records and more historians become inter-
ested in particular companies, wider cross-sectional research
may uncover further evidence of cost accounting practices in
18th century Spain. In particular, the Catalonian textile indus-
tries deserve a closer inspection.
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APPENDIX 1
Checklist used to Analyze each Case
• Primary sources
• Secondary sources
• Characteristics:
– Sector
– Ownership of company
– Number of workers.
– Is responsibility for cost accounting separated from that for financial
accounting?
• Cost control
– Does the company register costs?
– Does it compare costs?
– Does it define responsibility centers? How many? What type?
– Is company ownership separated from management? Geographically?
– Raw materials inventory control
– In-process inventory control
– Semi-finished products inventory control
– Finished goods inventory control
– Is there any quality control?
• Overhead allocation
– Does the company calculate the cost of products? How many?
– Does it separate direct from indirect costs?
– Does it allocate indirect costs?
– Does it use stated criteria to allocate overhead? What criteria?
– Does it separate variable from fixed costs? Does it consider the use of
capacity?
– Does it allocate depreciation?
• Use of costs for decision making
– Does the company calculate unit results?
– Does it use information to determine the profitability of different prod-
ucts?
– Does it use data on costs for pricing?
– Does it use data on costs to evaluate processes?
– Does it use information to support vertical integration?
– Is there any feedback about cost information?
– Frequency of cost statements
– The objectives of cost accounting
• Budgets and standards
– Is there any evidence about budgeting?
– Is there any evidence about standards?
– Does it calculate variances from budget?
– Does it calculate variances from standard?
– Is there any evidence about a concern for process improvement
through budgeting?
• Motivations to manage costs
– Does the company operate in a competitive market?
– What is the company’s economic and financial situation?
– Is the company under a protectionist policy?
• Accounting Office
– How is the Accounting Office organized?
– Is there any procedure (rule) for bookkeeping?
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APPENDIX 2
Units of Measurement Referred to in Figures
Currencies
Real: The Real (or Real de Vellón) was the main Spanish currency unit in
the late 18th century. One Real equalled about 20 United States
cents in 1792 [La Force, 1965].
Peso: One peso equals 8 reales.
Maravedí: One real equals 34 maravedís.
Linear measures
Vara: Ancient Spanish measure that equals 0,835905 meters.
Foot: One vara equals 3 Castilian feet.
Pulgada: One Castilian foot equals 12 pulgadas.
Finger: One Castilian foot equals 16 fingers.
Weight measures
Quintal: One quintal equals 4 arrobas (46,025 kilograms) or 100 pounds. Plu-
ral noun ‘quintales’.
Arroba: One arroba equals 11,502 kilograms.
Pound: One arroba equals 25 Castilian pounds. One pound equals 460 grams
or 16 ounces.
Ounce: One arroba equals 400 Castilian ounces. One ounce equals 28,7
grams.
Capacity measures
Arroba: The arroba is also a traditional measure of capacity that equals ap-
proximately 16,133 liters.
Cuartilla: One Arroba equals 4 cuartillas.
Cuartillos: One Arroba equals 32 cuartillos.
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